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Partnering to Make Peace: The Effectiveness of Joint African and nonAfrican Mediation Efforts1
Introduction
From Africa’s early post-colonial period onwards, a strong preference for African solutions
to African conflicts has consistently been recognised in the African state system. 2 Yet,
paradoxically, African third parties have consistently and typically been referred to as
ineffective in the academic literature. In the introduction to an edited volume on foreign
involvement in civil wars in Africa, Smock and Gregorian argue that the US and the former
colonial powers seem to have a better record of successful mediation than either the OAU or
African leaders, and further claim that the “very significant role of the United States and the
European states seems related to the assets, resources, and leverage available to these
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powers.” 3 In his study on African mediation in Eastern African civil conflicts, Khadiagala
makes the claim that proximity to the adversaries and deeper knowledge of the conflicts does
not substitute for concrete diplomatic and political tools that make for effective mediation;
and further argues that “by intervening with only limited tangible and material resources,
African interveners have contributed to the widespread perception of being meddlers rather
than mediators.” 4
The problem with these claims about the ineffectiveness of African third parties is
that the claims are based on only a few cases or anecdotal evidence. Studies in which it is
claimed that non-African mediation is more effective than African mediation do not provide
any systematic evidence to support this claim. This is particularly problematic since the
modal outcome of international mediation efforts is failure. Since mediation is far more likely
to fail than to succeed, it is likely that only looking at a few cases leads to biased conclusions.
In addition to the need of a systematic assessment of the effectiveness of African and
non-African third parties, it is important to examine how the involvement of African and nonAfrican third parties in mediation combine to affect outcomes. While one would expect
African mediators to limit the involvement of non-African third parties in mediation
processes in Africa – because of the strong preference for African solutions to African
conflicts – in practice African and non-African third parties are frequently involved in joint
mediation efforts. As early as 1967, Zartman put forward an explanation for this seemingly
paradox: “Many of Africa’s foreign policy troubles are found in the dilemma posed by the
two functions: The desire to solve problems, which often exceeds system capabilities and
requires outside help, clashes with the desire to maintain the autonomy of the system.” 5 In
other words, African third parties sometimes have no other option than to accept non-African
involvement in peace processes, because they lack the resources to successfully resolve the
conflict by themselves. Zartman’s observation that African third parties often lack the
material resources to effectively mediate is typical for the academic literature on conflict
resolution in Africa. 6
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Contrary to much of the literature on peacemaking efforts in Africa, I argue that
African third party involvement in peacemaking efforts is essential in order to resolve civil
wars in Africa. While African third parties are indeed relatively weak in terms of the material
resources they command, a crucial source of mediation success is usually overlooked when
discussing the effectiveness of African third parties: third party legitimacy. This article shows
that African third parties are effective in mediating civil wars in Africa because of a high
degree of legitimacy flowing from the African solutions norm. This norm prescribes that
mediation by African third parties in conflicts in Africa is more preferable than mediation by
non-African third parties.
I further argue that third party legitimacy and third party capacity supplement each
other rather than supplant. For this reason, mixed mediation efforts – in which African and
non-African third parties jointly mediate – are highly effective. African and non-African third
parties have complementary strengths: while African third parties generally provide
mediation efforts with a high degree of third party legitimacy, non-African third parties can
provide material incentives to the conflict parties in order to move them towards making
peace.
I measure mediation success in this article by looking at whether a mediation effort
leads to the conclusion of a peace agreement. The conclusion of a peace agreement is
arguably the most common way of measuring mediation success, because it provides an
objective benchmark that is clearly observable. 7 Indeed, it is relatively easy for researchers to
code the conclusion of a peace agreement, since they are often made publically available
when the peace talks end. Even when peace agreements are not published, they usually attract
much international attention.
This article adds to the literature on both an empirical and theoretical level. Several
studies have previously examined the effectiveness of different types of mediation, including
whether the third parties are African or not. 8 As observed by Franke and Esmenjaud, the
concepts of African ownership and Africanization have a “virtual omnipresence throughout
the proliferating literature on peace and security in Africa.” 9 However, the effectiveness of
African and non-African third parties has not yet been explicitly compared in a large-n study.
7
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I present systematic evidence in this article that shows that African third parties outperform
non-African third parties, but that mixed mediation efforts are the most effective. On a
theoretical level, this article shows that the material resources of a third party are not the main
determinant of mediation success. Many studies within the current international mediation
literature are based on the idea that leverage in the form of economic and military resources is
the ticket to mediation success. 10 The findings in this article suggest that ideational factors –
such as the norm of African solutions to African challenges – also have a strong impact on
mediation success.
This article proceeds as follows. The first section briefly discusses the different
comparative advents of African and non-African third parties. Next, I explain the
methodology used to test the argument that African third party involvement is essential in
order to resolve civil wars in Africa. The subsequent section provides the findings, after
which the final section concludes.

A Division of Labour: The Complimentary Strengths of African and Non-African Third
Parties
In one of the first comparative case studies on international conflict resolution in Africa,
Zartman argues that a mediator needs to materially manipulate the conflict parties, through
threats and inducements, in order to mediate effectively. 11 From this perspective, mediation
success is simply the product of the use of economic and military capabilities in order to
move the conflict parties from fighting to negotiating an end to the conflict. I refer to this way
of understanding mediation success as a capacity-based perspective.
The vast majority of subsequent studies on mediation have followed this capacitybased perspective. In one of the first quantitative studies on international mediation,
Bercovitch argues and finds that the “possession of resources and an active strategy provide
the basis for successful mediation.” 12 In his comparative study of several ethnic conflicts in
Africa, Rothchild argues how providing material incentives to conflict parties can move them
towards compromise. This leads Rothchild to conclude that only mediators with “muscle”
10
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can move peace process ahead through “a combination of pressures, incentives, enforcement,
and guarantees.” 13 Based on the current literature, it is thus not surprising that in one of the
most extensive literature reviews of international mediation to date, Greig and Diehl assert
that mediation by a weak mediator is not effective as it is “limited in the resources that can be
brought to bear in the talks as a means of pushing the parties to make concessions and
leverage an agreement between the two sides.” 14 A third party with a high degree of material
resources can provide side payments or promise side payments to one or both of the conflict
parties, which may induce them to make peace. 15 Previous research has also found that a
third party guaranteeing nondefection with agreements is a strong determinant of mediation
success – and credibly guaranteeing non-defection requires military capacity. 16 In summary,
it follows from the capacity-based mechanisms of mediation success that the more economic
and military resources a third party possesses, the more incentives the mediator can provide
to the conflict parties in order to move them towards signing a peace agreement.
Based on the current mediation literature – and because of the resource constraints
African third parties typically face – one would thus expect African third parties to be less
effective than non-African third parties in mediating civil wars in Africa. Indeed, Rothchild
argues that “African regional initiatives, based largely on states with limited economic
resources, cannot be expected to achieve their conflict management objectives unassisted.”17
Similarly, Jackson claims that African initiatives are likely to prove less strong in conflict
containment and even weaker in conflict termination than peacemaking efforts undertaken by
powerful mediators who can exercise leverage such as the US, the UN, or other key actors. 18
Yet, I argue that African third parties have a comparative advantage in what I label
legitimacy-based mediation when mediating civil wars in Africa. In contrast to capacitybased mediation, which is based on providing material incentives to make peace, legitimacybased mediation denotes power being conferred by the adversaries upon the mediator based
on a normative belief by the adversaries that complying with the mediator is the right thing to
do. Although third party legitimacy has received little attention, the idea that the success of
third parties is also based on ideational sources of social control is not new. As early as 1967,
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Young described both tangible and intangible characteristics of a third party that he deemed
necessary for effective intervention in international crises. 19 Aall has asserted that the
legitimate power of a mediator arises “from the parties’ perception that the mediator has the
right to act as a third party and to ask for changes in behaviour or compliance” 20
The legitimacy of African third parties is rooted within Africa’s normative
environment, which is characterised by strong a commitment to the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of African states, as well as a strong inclination towards non-alignment and anticolonialism. Clapham catches the essence of Africa’s normative environment when he argues
that “the African state [as it emerged in the early post-colonial era] was the expression of an
African identity and autonomy which were to be cherished and defended, against the attacks
especially of the forces associated with Western imperialism.” 21 Resolving conflicts in Africa
without the involvement of non-African third parties is often perceived by African leaders as
maintaining African autonomy. Indeed, commenting on the Algerian-Moroccan border
dispute of 1963, Emperor of Ethiopia Haile Selassie stated in his opening speech at the first
extraordinary meeting of the Council of Ministers of the OAU, held in Addis Ababa from 15
to 18 November 1963, that “Any misunderstandings which arise among brotherly members
of this organization must be essentially considered a family affair in which no foreign hand
can be allowed to play any role whatsoever.” 22 That Selassie’s sentiment was shared by most
other African leaders is reflected in the resolution adopted by this meeting, which considered
“the imperative need of settling all differences between African states by peaceful means and
within a strictly African framework.” 23
I argue that the African solutions norm results in a normative pull towards compliance
with African third parties. Franck points out that an actor or rule that is perceived as
legitimate “exerts a pull toward compliance on those addressed normatively because those
19
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addressed believe that the rule or institution has come into being and operates in accordance
with generally accepted principles of right process.” 24 In the context of African civil wars,
Červenka noted already in 1977 that the search for compromises is “regarded as a moral
obligation on the conflicting parties to settle their dispute in the interests of African unity.” 25
Similarly, Gomes argues that the conflict resolution efforts of African third parties rely
heavily on moral persuasion predicated on similar values. 26
An example of the pull towards compliance mechanism can be found in the Kenyan
post-2007 election crisis. At the tenth ordinary summit of the AU, the Chair of the AU
Commission and former President of Mali, Alpha Oumar Konaré, stressed the importance of
finding a diplomatic way out of the crisis by stating that “Kenya is a country that was a hope
for the continent. If Kenya burns there will be nothing for tomorrow. We cannot sit with our
hands folded.” 27 Moreover, when Graça Machel arrived in Nairobi to mediate Kenya’s Post2007 Electoral Crisis as part of Kofi Anan’s mediation team and told the conflict parties that
her husband, Nelson Mandela, sent his best wishes and sought to remind them that all of
Africa was watching the process. 28 Almost one month later the conflict parties signed an
agreement, which had been mediated by Kofi Annan in his capacity as the leader of the AU
Panel of Eminent African Personalities. This agreement would lay the basis for a Grand
Coalition Government that successfully mitigated the conflict. In order to reach this
agreement, Annan did not use any coercion or inducements. As observed by Beardsley,
“Annan possessed no authority to promise aid or threaten sanctions against the intransigent
parties, nor did he have better access to information about the capabilities and resolve of the
respective parties than they had themselves.” 29 Instead, Anan relied on the legitimacy of the
AU, which allowed the mediation team pull the conflict parties towards formulating a way
out of the conflict. 30
I argue that the legitimacy of African third parties makes African third parties more
effective than non-African third parties. The reason why legitimacy, far more than capacity,
determines mediation success is that if a mediator has legitimacy, it can pull the conflict
24
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parties towards compliance, but if a mediator loses its legitimacy, material resources will
rarely prove sufficient in mediating the conflict. In short, mediation by African third parties is
more likely to lead to the conclusion of a peace agreement than mediation by non-African
third parties.
Furthermore, the comparative advantage of African third parties in legitimacy-based
mediation and non-African third parties in capacity-based mediation supplement each other.
Hence, while I expect African third parties to outperform non-African third parties, I expect
that mixed mediation efforts in which both types of third parties cooperate are the most
effective type of mediation. The Naivasha peace process that led to the conclusion of the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) between the Government of Sudan and the SPLM/A
illustrates how the comparative advantages of African third parties and the comparative
advantage of non-African third-parties can supplement each other. The US applied crucial
pressure on the conflict parties on several occasions and held out the promise to normalise
relations with Sudan, while Norway and the EU shouldered the financial burden of the
mediation process. Yet, the pressure from the non-African third parties only had effect
because a mutually acceptable solution to the civil war had already been reached at Machakos
on 20 July 2002. This solution was the product of a problem-solving process led by a highly
committed IGAD, which enjoyed a high degree of legitimacy. The US Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs, Charles Snyder, noted in this regard that “one of the keys to success
in Sudan is actually falling in behind the work already done by the Africans, reinvigorating it,
and taking it further.” 31
In short, I argue that African third parties outperform non-African third parties, but
that the most effective type of mediation efforts are peacemaking efforts in which African
and non-African third parties cooperate to make peace.

Cultural Similarly
Before testing the central argument put forward in this article, I briefly discuss alternative
arguments for why African third parties may be more effective at mediating African conflicts
than non-African third parties. The first relates to the influence of culture on mediation
processes, the second to the issue of biased mediation, and the third to the ineffectiveness of
31
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the UN. With regard to the role of culture, it might be the case that the African identity of the
chief mediator rather than the legitimacy of the third party that mandates the mediator
explains mediation success. Several studies have found that cultural similarities between the
mediator and the disputants have a positive impact on mediation success. 32 These studies
typically highlight that a mediator that shares a similar culture with the disputants
understands the complex social, political, and economic dynamics that underlie armed
conflicts. This greater understanding allows the mediator to more effectively resolve the
conflict. While it is acknowledged that African third parties are more likely to be similar to
African conflict parties in terms of language, religion, and race than non-African third parties,
making it necessary to control for these variables in the empirical analyses, a high degree of
cultural variation nevertheless exist in Africa, both between countries and within countries.33
I therefore argue that culture similarities alone cannot explain why African third parties are
more effective than non-African third parties.

Biased Mediation
Since conflicts in Africa have strong regional dimensions, it is reasonable to surmise that
African third parties are more likely to be biased when mediating in civil wars in Africa.
African states have frequently openly supported incumbent governments or provided covert
support to rebel parties prior or simultaneously to their mediation attempt. There is a
substantial literature in which it is argued that biased mediation is more effective than
unbiased mediation. 34 Following these studies in favour of biased mediation, the higher
likelihood of African third parties of being biased might, in turn, be the reason why African
third parties are more effective than non-African third parties.
However, I argue that biased African third parties are ineffective. Biased African third
parties are less likely to enjoy a high degree of legitimacy, which significantly undermines
the prospects for African mediation success. In the statiscal analysis, I will empirically assess
to what extent biased mediation influences African mediation.
32
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Mediation by the UN and Major Powers
The ineffectiveness of the UN when it comes to mediation has been highlighted
frequently in previous studies. For instance, Touval has argued that the UN lacks the
economic and military resources to successfully mediate. 35 However, the UN
commands greater resources than any organisation in Africa. 36 Moreover, there are
few states or organisations that have a greater capacity to deploy a peacekeeping force
than the UN. Accordingly, the ineffectiveness of the UN is best explained through its
lack of legitimacy as a result of the African solutions norm, as well as its relatively
lack of financial and military resources compared to major powers.
Indeed, several studies have shown that major powers are effective mediators. When
explaining the effectiveness of these states, particularly of the US and the Soviet Union,
observers usually point to their high degree of third party capacity. For example, Touval
primarily refers to the “vast military and economic resources” of the superpowers. 37
According to Rothchild, successful conflict resolution becomes more likely when great
powers press the disputants to reach a compromise. 38 In line with the capacity-based
mediation perspective, I argue that among the non-African third parties, the major powers are
the most effective in mediating civil wars in Africa. In addition, I argue that while the UN is
by an large infective at mediating civil wars in Africa, the ineffectiveness of non-African
third parties is not solely driven by non-African third parties. The next section outlines the
research methodology to examine test the central argument, as well as the alternative
arguments.

Methodology
To statistically study the likelihood of the conclusion of peace agreements, this article draws
on data from the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP). 39 The unit of analysis in the
dataset is conflict dyad-years. A conflict dyad consists of a government and an organized
35
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rebel party. The use of conflict-dyad-years makes it possible to determine the different effects
of African and non-African mediation efforts within mediation episodes that may take several
years.
These conflict data are supplemented with unique data on all mediation efforts in civil
wars in Africa between 1960 and 2012. I use Bercovitch’s broad and frequently employed
definition to code mediation efforts in conflict dyad-years identified by the UCDP.
Bercovitch understands international mediation as a “process of conflict management, related
to but distinct from the parties’ own efforts, where the disputing parties or their
representatives seek the assistance, or accept an offer of help from an individual, group, state
or organization to change, affect or influence their perceptions or behaviour, without
resorting to physical force or invoking the authority of law.” 40 Accordingly, this definition
differentiates mediation from other types of conflict resolution such as bilateral negotiations
without the involvement of a third party, international arbitration, and coercive intervention. I
translate Bercovitch’s definition into three coding criteria to identify mediation efforts in the
dataset: (1) the activity undertaken by the third party should be specifically aimed at
achieving a compromise or a settlement of issues between the adversaries; (2) the adversaries
have to give their consent to the involvement of the third party; and (3) the adversaries have
to give consent to the final outcome of the mediation process. 41
The dataset relies on several sources, including most frequently the UCDP Conflict
Encyclopaedia’s category of third party involvement. This category also includes information
on third party efforts like peacekeeping and humanitarian involvement, which are not coded
as mediation since these type of third party activities are not aimed at resolving or regulating
the conflict through negotiations. In addition, the data on mediation is drawn from news
media, monographs, and journal articles. The online appendix of this article includes a
codebook and comprehensive narratives of the conflict and mediation efforts, including all
the relevant sources that have been used to compile the dataset.
The mediation efforts included in the dataset are all aimed at making peace between
the primary conflict parties in civil wars. Conflict resolution workshops involving civil
society representatives are thus excluded. While it is impossible to determine the exact level
of inclusivity of the dataset, even instances of lesser-publicized mediations are included in the
40
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dataset. Mediation efforts aimed at ending civil wars usually attract a lot of attention; yet
even in those instances in which mediation was conducted secretly, the mediation effort is
usually documented at a later point in time. For instance, the dataset records that Algeria
mediated some secret meetings aimed at ending the civil war in Mali in 2012, in parallel to
official peace process led by the AU. Other telling examples include the peacemaking efforts
of Tiny Rowland in Mozambique and a secret mediation effort conducted by the Community
of Sant’Egidio between the CNDD-FDD leadership and the Government of Burundi in Rome
in September 1996.
In order to measure the types of mediation under study, four mutually exclusive
dummy variables have been created: no mediation, African mediation, non-African
mediation, and mixed mediation. No mediation indicates a conflict dyad-year in which no
third party was involved in mediation. African mediation is measured by examining whether
at least one African third party was involved in mediation in a given dyad-year, without the
involvement of any non-African third parties. Non-African mediation is, conversely, defined
as the involvement of at least one non-African third party in mediation without the
involvement of African third parties. Finally, mixed mediation takes place when at least one
African and one non-African third party were involved in the mediation. The focus is on the
organizational identity of the mediator rather than the personal identity, meaning that when
an African mediator is mandated by a non-African third party, as for example by the United
Nations, the mediation effort is understood to be non-African. It is acknowledged that in
some instances the personality of the mediator affects the prospects for success to a great
extent, but the individual efforts of a mediator are connected to, and therefore greatly
influenced by the standing, legitimacy, and leverage of the mandating agencies they
represent. 42
In order to assess the alternative explanations put forward in the theory section, I rely
on several dummy variables. I understand a state to be a major power if they are defined as
such in the Correlates of War project. 43 To code whether an African third party is biased, I
follow Svensson’s operationalization by looking at whether a given third party has previously
provide external support to one of the conflict parties. 44 Culture is inherently difficult to
42
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define, let alone measure in a statistical analysis, but an approximation is put forward by
Inman et al., who operationalise culture by measuring religion, ethnicity, and language. 45 The
shared culture dummy variable used in the empirical analysis is coded as 1 if the chief
mediator shares the same religion, ethnicity, and language with at least one of the conflict
parties.
Mediation success is assessed in terms of the conclusion of peace agreements. The
conclusion of a peace agreement is measured as a dichotomous variable. I draw on the UCDP
to code whether a peace agreement has been concluded in a given dyad-year. 46 In order to be
included in the dataset, a peace agreement should address the incompatible goals of the
conflict parties by settling all or part of the conflict issues. A document that solely stipulates
the implementation of a ceasefire is thus not considered to be a peace agreement.
Although this study assumes that mediation is a general phenomenon with many
similarities from setting to setting, it is acknowledged that there are always contextual
circumstances specific to any individual effort. In order to control for the factors that
influence both the likelihood of mediation and the prospects for mediation success, several
contextual factors are included in the analysis. First of all, I include a dummy variable taken
from the UCDP that measures whether the conflict is fought over a piece of territory, because
previous research shows that these type of conflicts are harder to resolve. 47 Since previous
research shows that civil war episodes in which many battle-related deaths occur are less
likely to be resolved, the models also include a dummy variable that measures the intensity of
the conflict. Conflict intensity is measured by coding conflict dyad years in which more than
1,000 battle-related deaths are recorded as 1. 48 In order to control for the impact of the
duration of the conflict, a variable is include that measures the number of years. A squared
version of conflict duration is also included to control for curvilinear effects. 49 Since previous
research has found that peace agreements are more likely to be concluded in conflicts with
stronger rebel parties, a variable is included that measures the strength of the rebel movement
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in comparison to the government. 50 Finally, I also include a control variable in the models
that is coded as 1 when the conflict parties receive financial support, military equipment, or
are allowed to use safe havens in another country. 51
In order to avoid perfect multicollinearity in the explanatory variables, the dummy
variable measuring no mediation is excluded from the analyses in each of the models. No
mediation thus serves as the reference category by which the coefficients of the different
mediation types are interpreted. This means that if a variable measuring mediation has a
statistically insignificant effect, then this type of mediation is not statistically significant more
or less likely to lead to the conclusion of a peace agreement that when no mediation takes
place in a given conflict dyad-year.
Finally, the data used in this study entail observations on the same unit of analysis
over a series of time points, which may bias the findings as a result of temporal dependence.
Following Beck et al., I use binary time-series cross-section correction to account for this
potential bias. 52 Accordingly, all models are run using cubic splines. A variable that measures
the time since a value of 1 was observed for the dependent variable in the regression is also
included in all models.

Findings
Africa has experienced 938 conflict dyad-years between 1960 and 2012. Of this total of 938
conflict dyad-years, 334 have experienced mediation. This constitutes almost 36 percent of
the total number of conflict dyad-years, from which it follows that international mediation is
a standard approach to end armed violence in Africa.
African third parties have been involved in mediation in 241 conflict dyad-years in
Africa between 1960 and 2012. In 129 of these conflict-dyad-years, African third-parties
were involved in mediation simultaneously or jointly with non-African third-parties. This
means that African-third parties have been involved in mediation without the involvement of
any non-African third-party in 112 conflict-dyad-years. Non-African third-parties have
mediated in 222 conflict dyad-years, but non-African mediation without the involvement of
50
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African third-parties has taken place in only 93 conflict dyad-years. Mixed mediation is thus
the most common type of mediation in civil wars in Africa, followed by African mediation,
and non-African mediation respectively.
It follows from Figure 1 below that mixed mediation has become increasingly
common in relation to mediation efforts conducted solely by African or non-African third
parties. During the Cold War, between 1960 and 1989, both coordinated and uncoordinated
mediation were far less common than African and non-African mediation. Yet, between 1990
and 1999, coordinated mixed mediation was as common as African mediation and only
slightly less common than non-African mediation. 53 In the period from 2000 onwards,
coordinated mixed mediation has been the most common type of mediation.

<< Insert figure 1 here >>

Moreover, Figure 2 shows the number of mediation dyad-years as a percentage of the
total number of conflict dyad-years in a given conflict. The graph clearly shows that
mediation has increased in importance as a conflict management tool.

<< Insert figure 2 here >>

Figure 3 shows in how many conflict dyad-years a given African third party has been
involved. The OAU and its successor the AU have been involved in 101 conflict dyad-years.
Of all sub-regional African organisations, the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) has mediated in most conflict dyad-years. The top three of African states most
involved in mediation in Africa includes Kenya, South Africa, and Ethiopia,

<< Insert figure 3 here >>

53

The prevalence of non-African mediation in the 1990s reflects the efforts non-African third parties to resolve
civil wars following the end of the Cold War, as for example in Angola or Mozambique.
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Figure 4 shows in how many conflict dyad-years a given non-African third party has
been involved. Of all third parties involved in mediation in civil wars in Africa, the UN has
mediated in most conflict dyad-years, namely 127 conflict dyad-years. After the UN, the
Community of Sant’Egidio is the non-African organization that has mediated most often in
Africa. The top three of non-African states involved in mediation in Africa includes the US,
France, and the UK.

<< Insert figure 4 here >>

In the 1960-2012 period, 127 peace agreements were concluded in Africa. Out of
these agreements, 17 were concluded without third party involvement. A further 49 were
concluded with only African third parties involved in the dyad-year, only six with solely nonAfrican third parties involved in the dyad-year, and 55 were concluded with a combination of
African and non-African third parties involved in the dyad-year. Table 1 shows how effective
third parties are in reaching peace agreements. The significant values of the likelihood ratio
chi-square tests suggest that all models included in Table 1 have a good fit.

<< Insert table 1 here >>

Model 1 in Table 1 shows the results for the comparison between the effectiveness of
the different types of third parties. All three types of mediation have a positive impact,
though the effect of non-African mediation is statistically insignificant. Since the reference
category is conflict dyad-years with no mediation, it follows from Model 1 in Table 1 that
dyad-years in which African and mixed mediation take place are significantly more likely to
experience the conclusion of a peace agreement. By contrast, conflict dyad-years in which
non-African mediation takes place are not statistically significant more or less likely to lead
to the conclusion of a peace agreement than dyad-year in which no mediation takes place.
The difference between the coefficients of each type of mediation reported in Model 1
in Table 1 are substantial. Based on the logit estimates of Model 1 in Table 1, Table 2 shows
that when all variables are held at mean value, the probability of the conflict parties
concluding a peace agreement in a given conflict-dyad-year is only 2.0 percent. All else
16

equal, the probability of the conclusion of a peace agreement increases by 1356 percent when
an African third-party is involved in mediation. For non-African mediation this probability
increases by only 100 percent and for mixed mediation this is 1138 percent. Hence, African
mediation is much more likely to lead to the conclusion of a peace agreement than nonAfrican mediation.

<< Insert table 2 here >>

As a robustness test, the observations in Model 2 in Table 1 are restricted to conflict
dyad-years which experienced mediation. When restricting the observations to this sub-set of
cases, the finding that African and mixed mediation efforts are more effective than nonAfrican mediation efforts still holds.
Model 3 includes a dummy variable that measures whether the chief mediator shares a
similar culture with one or both of the conflict parties. A chief mediator that shares a similar
ethnicity, religion, and language with at least one of the conflict parties is relatively rare.
Only 8.9 percent of all African mediation efforts were conducted by a chief mediator that
shared a similar culture with at least one of the conflict parties. This figure is 7.8 percent for
mixed mediation and 3.2 percent for non-African mediation. Hence, African mediation is
indeed more likely to be conducted by a chief mediator that shares a similar culture with at
least one of the conflict parties. However, it follows from Model that the effectiveness of
African and mixed mediation remain when controlling for the impact of a chief mediator that
shares a similar culture with one of the conflict parties. There are indeed many examples of
mediation efforts in civil wars in Africa where culture did not seem to play any role. For
instance, Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie mediated between the Government of Sudan and
the Southern based rebel movement Anya Nya in 1972. Selassie shared his Christian faith
with most of the Anya Nya fighters, though he belonged to the Ethiopian Orthodox
Tewahedo. Yet, Selassie’s native language was Amharic and he did not share the same
ethnicity with the conflict parties either. In spite of the cultural difference, Selassie
successfully mediated the Addis Ababa Agreement in 1972. What Selassie did have in
common with both of the conflict parties, however, was a strong commitment to panAfricanism.
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Model 4 includes a control variable that is coded as 1 if a biased African third party is
involved in mediation in a given conflict dyad-year. Model 4 thus shows that the involvement
of a biased African third party in a given conflict dyad-year has a negative and statistically
significant effect on mediation success; yet, crucially, the negative effect of African biased
mediation does no wipe out the positive impact of African mediation. The dataset includes 49
conflict dyad-years in which biased African mediation has taken place. There is a wealth of
anecdotal evidence that is in line with the finding that the involvement of a biased African
third party has a negative impact on mediation success. For instance, the involvement of
ECOWAS in the second civil war in Liberia from 1999 to 2003 alternated between
mediation, peace enforcement, and peacekeeping. The involvement in peace enforcement
efforts, which directly targeted Charles Taylor’s forces, undermined ECOWAS’ neutrality. 54
According to Anthony Nyakyi, the former Special Representative of the UN SecretaryGeneral to Liberia, this lack of neutrality was the main obstacle to peace, as it made Charles
Taylor hesitant to become involved in peace talks led by ECOWAS. 55
In line with the capacity-based perspective of mediation success, Model 5 in Table 1
shows that major power mediation is a type of non-African mediation that has a positive and
statistically significant impact on the likelihood that a peace agreement is concluded.
Mediation by the UN has a negative impact, but this effect is insignificant. The mediation
efforts of the Soviet Union and the US in the civil war between the Government of Angola
and UNITA illustrate how the economic and military power of superpowers can lead to the
conclusion of peace agreements. The MPLA government had paid for the Soviet Union’s
military support by oil and diamonds revenues, but Angola still had a total external debt of
close to $9 billion by 1991, of which 65 percent owed to the Soviet Union. 56 This gave the
Soviet Union leverage over the MPLA government. The UNITA leadership was also
provided with incentives to comply with the mediator, particularly through the involvement
of the US, which was the main provider of military support to UNITA. Commenting on the
conclusion of the Bicesse Accords, UNITA leader Savimbi expressed that without the
Americans and the Soviets the mediation process would not have gotten anywhere. 57
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It follows from Table 1 that just like African mediation, mixed mediation also
significantly increase the prospect for conflict resolution. Table 3 therefore further explores
the positive impact of mixed mediation. Previous research has found that mixed peacemaking
efforts can be frustrated if there is a lack of coordination. 58 Table 3 further explores the
positive impact of mixed mediation by comparing coordinated and uncoordinated efforts. The
uncoordinated mixed mediation category includes both competing efforts undertaken
simultaneously and uncoordinated separate mediation efforts that are conducted sequentially
over time in the same conflict dyad-year.

<< Insert table 3 here >>

A further distinction is made between coordinated mixed mediation led by an African
third party and those that are led by a non-African third party. Although several third parties
can be involved in a mediation process, there is usually one third party that takes the lead.
Often this is the country or organization to which the chief mediator belongs. Those
coordinated mixed mediation efforts which were conducted jointly are also considered. The
mediation in Darfur conducted by Special Envoy Jan Eliasson and his AU counterpart Salim
Ahmed Salim in 2007 and 2008 serves as an example of a joint mediation effort.
It follows from Table 3 that uncoordinated mediation has a negative, though
statistically insignificant, impact on mediation success. Since conflict dyad-years in which no
mediation takes place is the reference category of the mediation types under study, it follows
from Table 3 that a peace agreement is not statistically significant more or less likely to be
concluded in a conflict dyad-year in which uncoordinated mixed mediation takes place than
in a conflict dyad-year in which no mediation takes place. By contrast, if coordinated
mediation takes place in a given conflict-dyad year, the conclusion of a peace agreement is
much more likely than if no mediation would take place in this dyad-year. The lack of
coordination between Portugal, France, and ECOWAS in their peacemaking efforts in the
civil war in Guinea-Bissau between 1998 and 1999 illustrate how competing interests can
undermine the potential effectiveness of mixed mediation. 59 The mediation effort conducted
58
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by the Community of Sant’Egidio between the CNDD-FDD leadership and the Government
of Burundi in Rome in September 1996 serves as another example of uncoordinated mixed
mediation. The negotiations mediated by the Community of Sant’Egidio were not intended to
complement the regional initiative, rather to substitute it. 60
By contrast, all three types of coordinated mediation have a positive and significant
effect. Yet, Table 4 below shows that coordinated mixed mediation that is led by an African
third party is by far the most effective, making the conclusion of a peace agreement 1766
percent more likely than when no mediation takes place. The finding that African led mixed
mediation has been found to be the most effective type of mediation resonates with the peace
and security polices developed as part of the partnership for peace. 61

<< Insert table 4 here >>

The final phase of the Abuja peace process, which was aimed at ending the civil war
in Darfur, illustrates that non-African third parties taking over the mediation process can
supplant the positive impact of African mediation. While the AU mediators had made some
progress towards resolving the underlying conflict issues, an externally imposed deadline and
an intrusive mediation strategy pursued by the US terminated the peace process prematurely.
Instead of building on the work already done by the AU, the US and the UK relied on a
strategy based on coercion and inducements to move the conflict parties towards
compromise. Hence, the final days of the Abuja talks to end the war in Darfur show the
importance that African third parties maintain the lead when mediating civil wars in Africa.

Conclusion
The statistical analyses suggest that African third parties outperform non-African third parties
in terms of concluding peace agreements. In 2011, the AU Commission Chairperson Jean
Ping pointed out that: “Lasting peace on the continent can only be achieved if efforts to that
60
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end are based on the full involvement of Africa and a recognition of its leadership role
because, as stressed by the Summit in August 2009, without such a role, there will be no
ownership and sustainability; because we understand the problems far better; because we
know which solutions will work, and because, fundamentally, these problems are ours, and
our peoples will live with their consequences.” 62 The statistical analyses employed in this
article supports this statement. African third parties are generally more effective in resolving
civil wars in Africa than non-African third parties.
However, a major caveat regarding the finding that African third parties outperform
non-African third parties is that that the involvement of a biased African third party in
mediation processes has a negative and statistically significant effect on mediation success.
Since conflicts in Africa have strong regional dimensions, African states have frequently
openly supported incumbent governments or have provided covert support to rebel parties
prior or simultaneously to their mediation attempt. The statistical analysis employed in this
article suggests that the involvement of biased African third parties that are supporting or
have supported one of the conflict parties undermines the prospects for mediation success.
In terms of theory development, the findings in this article suggest that ideational
factors influence the effectiveness of a third party. A capacity-based perspective of mediation
success cannot adequately explain why African third parties, which often face resource
constraints, are more effective in mediating civil wars in Africa than non-African third
parties. Future research should be devoted to examining why and how third party legitimacy
matters.
Finally, while mediation by African third parties is more effective than non-African
mediation, most effective are mixed mediation efforts in which African and non-African third
parties mediate jointly. Particularly effective are mixed mediation efforts in which there is
coordination between African and non-African third parties, but in which African third
parties take the lead. The phrase, ‘African solutions to African challenges’ should be
understood as a division of labour and responsibilities, rather than an excuse for non-African
third parties to ignore Africa’s problems or African third parties acting on their own. Indeed,
while African third parties should take the lead in mediation processes in African armed
conflicts, non-African third parties should support these processes by lending additional
strength. Through supplementing each other’s comparative advantages legitimacy-based and
62
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capacity-based mediation respectively, African and non-African third parties can more
effectively resolve civil wars in Africa.
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